
“Subaqueous Pyroclastic Flows” 

Syneruptive Products of Pyroclastic Volcanism

in Subaqueous Environments



“Subaqueous Pyroclastic Flows”
• Terminology, Definitions, Nomenclature

– Contentious, confusing, frustrating
– A better understanding of subaqueous volcanic processes 

from recent observations is helping to better define and 
describe these types of deposits

– A classification scheme for submarine pyroclastic rocks

• General Differences in Environments between Subaerial / 
Subaqueous Eruptions

• Four Types of Subaqueous “Pyroclastic Flows”
– Subaerial Eruptions into Water 
– Subaqueous High Concentration Mass Flows (subaqueous 

pyroclastic flows)
– Subaqueous Low Concentration Mass Flows (eruption-fed 

turbidity currents)
– Subaqueous lava-fed density currents (submarine “block-and-

ash” flows)



General Thoughts on Explosive Submarine Volcanism
• The proportion of subaqueous explosive eruptions is larger 

than generally appreciated by still poorly constrained
• Estimates range from 10% to 25% of subaerial explosive 

volcanism annually
• Processes associated with eruption, transportation and 

deposition are significantly different due to presence of 
water
• Ability to vaporize when in contact with water
• High density and resulting confining pressure
• High viscosity relative to air
• The differences in the heat capicities/thermal conductivities in 

air relative to water
• Interpretation of both modern and ancient products of 

submarine explosive volcanism are both academically and 
practically important
• Gain understanding of how volcanoes work on ¾ of earth
• Processes, environments, and products of explosive submarine 

explosive eruptions are associated with significant mineral 
deposits 



Differences Between Studying 
Subaerial/Subaqueous  Explosive Volcanism

(after White, 2003)



Terminology and definition

• Lot of confusion in literature and in the field 
about subaqueous pyroclastic flows

• This is evident in 1) the variety of terms used 
to describe such deposits:
– Pyroturbidites

– Pyroclastic debris flows

– Sedimentary pyroclastic flows

– Pumice breccias, volcanic sandstones

– Mass flows of pyroclastic material

– Bedded ash flow tuffs



Volcaniclastic Rock Terminology –
We’re in a Mess!

• Volcaniclastic rock terminology has been used inconsistently for 
several years because there are a variety of classification schemes

• Four basic types of classification schemes have been used in the 
recent literature:
– Particle formation or fragmentation mechanism (e.g. Fisher (1961, 1966)

– Particle type within the deposit (e.g. Schmid, 1981)

– Mode of fragmentation and deposition (e.g. Cas and Wright, 1987

– Transport and deposition mechanisms (e.g. McPhie et al., 1993).

• As a result, the same rock could be classified numerous ways (e.g. 
“tuff” or “sandstone”)



Terminology and definition

The common misidentification of such deposits 
has risen largely due to the following:

1. The varied origin for deposits which have 
been described as “subaqueous 
pyroclastic flows”; how does one 
unambiguously interpret primary volcanic 
products that may have interacted with 
water during their genesis? 

2. A lack of understanding of: 1) sub-
aqueous explosive volcanism; 2) processes 
which form subaqueous pyroclastic flows; 
and 3)  the inability to directly observe a 
subaqueous explosive eruption

3. Models and criteria that are used to 
define subaerial pyroclastic flows and 
eruptions have historically been applied to 
subaqueous explosive eruptions and their 
products – whale and elephants



Terminology and Definition
• Some geologists would restrict the term subaqueous 

pyroclastic flow deposits to volcaniclastic units deposited 
underwater which show characteristics of emplacement in a 
hot state – this can’t always be done due to subsequent 
alteration/diagenesis (e.g. active hot springs and associated 
hydrothermal alteration)

• Deposits from pyroclastic flows which interact with water 
and are transformed into water-supported mass flows are 
called subaqueous pyroclastic debris flow deposits by some.

• Distinction between bullets 1 and 2 in terms of depositional 
and eruptive environment, and process of fragmentation are 
trivial –
– Case 1: insulated from water-remained water-poor and hot
– Case 2: interacted with water and transformed “in situ” into cool 

water abundant flows of pyroclastic debris.
• Both represent primary erupted and primary deposited 

pyroclastic material



Terminology and Definition
• Sensu-stricto: “Pyroclastic flow” refers to a highly 

concentrated pyroclastic density current composed 
entirely of freshly-erupted pyroclastic debris (e.g. glass 
shards, crystals, pumice, and rock fragments

• For submarine pyroclastic flows, we use a sensu-lato
definition: “Submarine pyroclastic flow” refers to a 
highly concentrated pyroclastic density current 
composed entirely of freshly-erupted pyroclastic debris 
regardless of the emplacement temperature.
– Gravity controlled
– Can be emplaced in either hot or cold state
– Can still be applied to ancient deposits where depositional 

temperature cannot be unambiguously determined
– Enables eruption-fed deposits to be distinguished from 

much later processes associated with resedimentation by 
means of detailed mapping and facies analysis



Terminology and Definition
• Need to be able to make distinction between 

subaqueous pyroclastic flow deposits and subaqueous 
debris flow deposits.  
– Debris flows may be post-eruptive, secondary mass flows of 

redeposited or reworked volcaniclastic debris.  These can form 
between eruptions, during eruptions and long after volcanic 
activity has ceased.

• Debris flow deposits tell nothing about eruptive 
environment and nothing about processes in magma 
chamber – they give information regarding source and 
post-eruptive erosional/depositional processes.

• Unfortunately, many debris flows have been mapped as 
pyroclastic flow deposits – this has permeated literature

• At times not easy to differentiate
– Debris flows are commonly polymict, whereas most 

pyroclastic flow deposits are essentially pumiceous ± minor 
percentages of accessory/accidental fragments



Volcaniclastic Particle Types
• Volcaniclastic particles may be classified based on whether they 

are juvenile (primary), lithic (may be primary or epiclastic), or 
composite (combines both primary and epiclastic components –
White and Houghton, 2006) 



Volcaniclastic Particle Types

• Volcaniclastic particles can result from fragmentation of 

volcanic material both during and after volcanic activity

• Primary (juvenile) volcaniclastic particles include:

– Pyroclasts – form by explosive fragmentation of the magma into particles 

(including ash, highly vesiculated glass (pumice/scoria), crystals and crystal 

fragments, and lithic fragments)

– Hydroclasts – form by explosive interaction with external water (via phreatic

and phreatomagmatic explosions) or by non-explosive quenching and 

granulation of lava (lava flows and shallow subsurface intrusions)

– Autoclasts – form by frictional breakage of moving viscous lava flows

• Secondary volcaniclastic particles are “epiclasts”:

– Epiclasts are lithic clasts and/or crystals derived from physical weathering and 

erosion of pre-existing rocks; they are volcaniclasts when the pre-existing rocks 

are volcanic



Why Classification is Difficult

“Volcaniclastic rocks are essentially igneous on the way up and 
sedimentary on the way down”

R. V. Fisher

“…the ugliest and most undistinguished rocks I’ve seen in my 30 years of 
petrology!”

R. V. Fisher’s thesis advisor on his samples of volcaniclastic rocks

“Lapilli Tuff” or “Pumice Breccia”? “Tuff Breccia” or “Conglomerate”?



Diversity of Processes Responsible for Forming 
Volcaniclastic Rocks
(after Schneider, 2000)



Primary Volcaniclastic Deposits(White and Houghton, 2006)

• Primary Volcaniclastic Deposits include:
– Pyroclastic Deposits: Generated from volcanic 

plumes and jets or pyroclastic density currents 
as particles first come to rest; deposition by 
suspension settling, traction, and/or en masse 
freezing

– Autoclastic Deposits: Generated during 
effusive volcanism when lava cools and 
fragments; deposition is under the influence of 
continued lava flowage

– Hyaloclastite Deposits: Generated during 
effusive volcanism when magma or flowing 
lava is chilled and fragmented from contact 
with water; deposition is under the influence of 
the continued emplacement of the lava

– Peperite Deposits: Generated during effusion 
and shallow intrusion of magma through 
unconsolidated clastic material as 
magma/lava mingles with (generally wet) 
debris; deposition is effectively in-situ

Peperite

Autoclastic

Pyroclastic

Hyaloclastite



Non-Genetic and Genetic 
Classifications of Volcaniclastic

Rocks 
(Cas and Wright, 1987)





Some Recent Modifications to Fisher’s Classification Scheme

(White and Houghton, 2006)

(Mueller and White, 2004)



Grain Size-based Genetic Nomenclature for Volcaniclastic Deposits
(after McPhie et al., 1993)

GRAIN

SIZE

(mm)

VOLCANICLASTIC 

DEPOSITS IN 

GENERAL & 

VOLCANOGENIC

SEDIMENTARY

ROCKS

AUTOCLASTIC DEPOSITS

RESEDIMENTED AUTOCLASTIC

DEPOSITS

HYALOCLASTITE AUTOBRECCIA

MIXTURE OR 

UNCERTAIN

ORIGIN

<1/16 Volcanic 

Mudstone

Fine Hyaloclastite

?

Autoclastic

Mudstone

Resedimented Fine Hyaloclastite

Resedimented Autoclastic Mudstone

1/16 - 2 Volcanic 

Sandstone

Hyaloclastite 

Sandstone

Autoclastic

Sandstone

Resedimented Hyaloclastite Sandstone

Resedimented Autoclastic Sandstone

2 - 4

Volcanic 

Conglomerate

or

Volcanic Breccia

Granular

Hyaloclastite

Granular 

Autobreccia

Granular 

Autoclastic 

Breccia

Resedimented Granular Hyaloclastite

Resedimented Granular Autobreccia

Resedimented Granular Autoclastic 

Breccia

4 - 64

Hyaloclastite

Breccia

Autobreccia Autoclastic 

Breccia

Resedimented Hyaloclastite Breccia

Resedimented Autobreccia

Resedimented Autoclastic Breccia

>64

Coarse 

Hyaloclastite

Breccia

Coarse

Autobreccia

Coarse 

Autoclastic

Breccia

Resedimented Coarse Hyaloclastite

Breccia

Resedimented Coarse Autobreccia

Resedimented Coarse Autoclastic

Breccia



Grain Size-based Genetic Nomenclature for Volcaniclastic Deposits
(after McPhie et al., 1993)

Used to Distinguish Primary vs Resedimented Deposits

GRAIN

SIZE

(mm)

PYROCLASTIC DEPOSITS PYROCLAST – RICH DEPOSITS

UNCONSOLIDATED

TEPHRA

CONSOLIDATED

PYROCLASTIC ROCK

RESEDIMENTED

SYN-ERUPTIVE

POST-ERUPTIVE 

RESEDIMENTED OR 

UNCERTAIN ORIGIN

<1/16 

mm

Fine Ash Fine Tuff Resedimented Ash-rich Mudstone Tuffaceous 

Mudstone

1/16 – 2 

mm

Coarse Ash Coarse Tuff Resedimented Ash-rich Sandstone Tuffaceous 

Sandstone

2-64 mm Lapilli Tephra Lapillistone 

Lapilli Tuff

Tuff-Breccia

Resedimented Pyroclast-rich 

Lapillistone

Resedimented Pumice Lapillistone

Tuffaceous 

Conglomerate 

Tuffaceous Breccia

> 64 mm Bomb (fluidal shape) 

Tephra Block (angular) 

Tephra

Agglomerate (fluidal 

bombs)

Pyroclastic Breccia

Resedimented Pyroclast-rich Breccia

Resedimented Pumice Breccia

Resedimented Pumice & Lithic Breccia

?



A Methodology for Naming Precambrian Volcaniclastic Rocks

• Based on Fisher’s (1961, 1966) non-genetic classification scheme and 

McPhie et al.’s (1993) descriptive classification scheme

• Name = Alteration + Lithofacies + Component + Grain Size

– Alteration term encompasses mineralogy and distribution 

– Lithofacies term encompasses stratification, bedding type, welding, sorting/grading, 

supporting mechanism (e.g. matrix, clast), and jointing

– Component term encompasses crystals, lithic fragments (monomict/polymict and 

type or types of fragments), juvenile fragments (pumiceous, scoriaceous), as well as 

other fragment types (e.g. shards, accretionary lapilli, vitriclasts, fiamme, cement

– Grain size term is based on Fisher’s classification (e.g. tuff, lapilli tuff, lapillistone, 

tuff-breccia, or volcanic-breccia)



A Methodology for Naming Ancient 
Volcaniclastic Rocks

Ash              < 2mm Tuff
Lapilli 2-64 mm Lapilli Tuff, Lapillistone
Block/Bomb  >64 mm Tuff-Breccia, Volcanic Breccia

• Modified from McPhie et al., 1993

• Main change is utilizing Fisher’s size 

classification terms rather than 

“sedimentary - genetic” size 

classification terms

• Allows later modification of rock 

names once more detailed genetic 

information is available

• Care must be taken not to confuse 

alteration with lithology!

e.g. pumice lapilli tuff

e.g. laminated  tuff

e.g. pervasively chlorite-altered lapillistone

e.g. pervasively chlorite-altered massive scoriaceous andesite lapillistone

patchy sericite-altered thinly-bedded quartz-phyric rhyolite tuff



Terminology and Definition

• Submarine Geothermal Systems

– Common in active subaqueous 
volcanic environments

– Close spatial and temporal 
relationship between 
subaqueous pyf’s, shallow 
magma chambers and 
submarine hot springs

– Warm water cools deposit and 
causes syndepositional
alteration and recrystallization



Differences Between Subaerial/Subaqueous Explosive Eruptions
• Processes associated with eruption, transportation and deposition 

are significantly different due to presence of water
• Ability to vaporize when in contact with water
• High density and resulting confining pressure
• High viscosity relative to air
• The differences in the heat capicities/thermal conductivities in 

air relative to water



Differences Between Subaerial/Subaqueous  
Explosive Volcanism

(after White, 2003)



Differences Between Subaerial/Subaqueous  
Explosive Volcanism

• Major differences due to effects of pressure, heat capacity/conductivity of 
water, presence of steam, and water rheology



Differences Between Subaerial/ Explosive Subaqueous Volcanism

(after White, 2003)



Differences Between Subaerial/Subaqueous  Explosive Volcanism

(after Allen et al., 2008)

• Behavior of pumice differs in subaerial and submarine environments



Types of Submarine 
Pyroclastic Flows

• Group II deposits 
result from explosive 
fragmentation with 
deposition from a 
water-supported 
current

Group II Deposits

Group II Deposits

Group II Deposits



• Numerous historical and modern 
examples of these types of eruptions
– Krakatau (1883)
– Montserrat (1996 to present)

• Three possible ways of interacting
– Mix with  water – explosions at coast line 

and then transfer into d/f or turbidity 
current (Montserrat)

– Travel across water (Krakatau)
– Remain intact and either push aside 

shallow water near shore or flow under 
water until stop or change into d/f (also 
Krakatau?)

• Deposits range from massive tuffs and 
lapilli tuffs that locally retain heat-
retention features (Krakatau) to fines-
depleted tuffs that grade laterally into 
finely bedded tuff (Montserrat)

Pyroclastic Flows Entering Water



Collapse of a subaerial lava dome or eruption column with flow of

material from land into water.

Pyroclastic Flows Entering Water



Krakatau, 1883
• Krakatau has had numerous plinean eruptive events 

that have led to formation of numerous calderas and 
stratovolcanoes

• Most famous is the series of eruptions that culminating 
in the August 26-27 1883 catastrophic event

• The 1883 eruption ejected anywhere from 6-10 cubic 
kilometers (dry rock equivalent) of tephra

• May have produced the loudest sound historically 
reported – seismic and atmospheric waves circled the 
earth for several days following the eruption

• 165 local villages completely destroyed, 132 seriously 
damaged with loss of life (officially) at 36,417

• Large loss of live due to combination of pyroclastic
flows traveling at large speeds across water, as well as 
subsequent tsunamis associated with submarine 
caldera collapse



Krakatau 1883



Krakatau 1883

• Plinean Phase of 
August 26-27, 1883
– Huge explosions began 

and the eruption 
column soared to 16 
miles

– Tsunamis were 
generated

– Pyf’s and surges 
reached Sumatra

– Ash and pumice fell up 
to 20m thick within a 
20km radius



• Submarine units:

• Massive, poorly sorted,

• Mix of pumice, shards in 
a gray ash matrix with 
some crystals and lithics

• And laminated, better 
sorted, finer grained

• Hot flows under water 
(Mandeville et al., 1996)

Krakatau 1883



• Also traveled over water:
• Burn fatalities 40 km away
• Ships 65-80 km away engulfed by ash clouds
• Island vegetation burned
• Deposits-poorly sorted, massive beds of pumice, charcoal, lithics

in an ash matrix

Krakatau 1883



Montserrat (1995 – present)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7h5XOS7uaWA

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7h5XOS7uaWA


Montserrat (1995 – present)

(Hart et al., 2002)



Montserrat (1995-1998)



Montserrat 
(1995-present)



Montserrat (1995-present)

(Trofimovs et al., 2006)



Montserrat (Trofimovs et al., 2006)


